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Abstract
The KTeV experiment at Fermilab has studied a wide
range of rare  decays. In this talk I focus on the electro-
magnetic decays 
	



where one or both photons
is virtual. Recent results are also presented for searches for
the CP-violating decay 	fiff and lepton-flavor
violating modes.
OVERVIEW
The KTeV experiment at Fermilab has studied a wide
range of CP-violating and rare   decays. KTeV is one
of two experiments to measure the direct-CP violating pa-
rameter flffi "!$#&%'!( ; KTeV has the best measurement of the
*),+ charge asymmetry - ; KTeV was the first experiment to
observe the CP-violating decay *
	.ff/fiff ; KTeV
has the best limits on decays with large direct-CP violat-
ing contributions: 0	 21/31 , 40	 25ff , and
6	 87.7.ff . In this talk I will concentrate on the
electromagnetic modes *9	:



, where either one
or both final-state photons are virtual. I will also show a
recent limit for   	;82fiff , and discuss lepton-flavor-
violation searches.
FORM FACTORS FOR <>=@? ACBfiA4DEB'F
The electromagnetic modes are interesting in part be-
cause of their connection to the decay *@	:77 . This
latter decay can shed light on the CKM matrix element G
[1], but only if the long distance contributions to the de-
cay are well-understood [2]. Figure 1 shows examples of
both the long-distance and short-distance contributions to
H	7.7.ff .
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Figure 1. Short distance (top) and long distance (bottom)
contributions to   	77.ff .
The key to unraveling the long distance contribution is
the u	v



form factor. There are two different pa-
rameterizations commonly in use, and in general we fit to
both parameterizations in order to facilitate comparison to
other experiments. One form, due to Bergstro¨m, Masso´,
and Singer (BMS) [3], has two contributions, one from
a pseudoscalar-vector-photon vertex ( wyx ), and the second
from a pseudoscalar-vector-vector vertex ( wffiz ). This form
factor, which is applicable only to the {| final state, has
one free parameter, }.z~ :

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where ' refers to the 4-momentum squared of the one vir-
tual photon.
The second widely-used :	| form factor, due
to D’Ambrosio, Isidori, and Portole´s (DIP), is compatible
with a chiral perturbation theory expansion [5]. The DIP
form factor

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( , depends on the  of each of the pho-
tons and has two free parameters, }.Ł$ and Ł :
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If one of the photons is real, 5

=0 and the term propor-
tional to  disappears. The DIP form factor is applicable to
both  and { final states.
KTEV DETECTOR AND DATA
KTeV took data in the rare-decay mode in 1997 and
again in 1999-2000. The combined data set consisted
of L ¡8¢ x£x   decays, with a typical acceptance of 2-
3%. Figure 2 shows a plan view of the KTeV detec-
tor, which combined powerful electromagnetic calorimetry
with a precision spectrometer. Details of the detector can
be found in [6].
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Figure 2. KTeV detector in E799 configuration
ELECTROMAGNETIC MODES
¤¦¥§ ¨©¨«ª¬
From the 97 data set we observe over 9000 candidate
events for the decay ­®°¯²±³±.´µ , with a background of
2.4% [7]. The mass peak is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Mass distribution for ­*®H¯²±³.±.´µ
From these data we measure the branching ratio and ex-
tract values for ¶.·¸ and ¶/¹º$» . The form factor fits are
done by finding the minimum of the negative log-likelihood
(NLL) function. As an example, figure 4 shows the NLL
function for the determination of ¶ · ¸ . Numerical values
for the branching ratio and form factor parameters are given
in Tables 1-3.
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Figure 4. Negative log-likelihood function for the deter-
mination of ¶/· ¸ from ­ ® ¯±³±.´µ
¤¦¥§ ¼©½¼ª¬
A closely related decay is ­*®Y¯¿¾³¾fi´µ , but for this
decay radiative corrections are important. The Colorado
group has done a full set of radiative corrections to À ( ¶ÁÂ ,
for which details can be found in [8].
In the 97 dataset, we observe over 92,000 ­*®H¯²¾2³¾fi´µ
decays. Figure 5 shows the mass plot, and again the num-
bers for the branching ratio and form factor parameters are
in the tables.
Figure 5. Mass distribution for ­ ® ¯²¾2³¾fi´µ
Figure 6 compares three recent measurements of the
BMS form factor parameter ¶/· ¸ . The two KTeV mea-
surements (from ¾2¾8µ and ±±µ ) agree with each other, but
there is about a 3 standard deviation discrepancy between
the KTeV and NA48 results which remains to be resolved.
Figure 6. Recent measurements of ¶ ·
¸
¤¥§ ¼©Ã¼ª¨©½¨«ª
and ¤¦¥§ ¼©½¼ª¼©Ã¼ª
These modes are interesting because they have the po-
tential to be sensitive to the form factor parameter Ä ¹º» .
Combining the 97 and 99 data, we find 132 candidate
­
®
¯¾2³¾fi´±³.±.´ events, with an expected background
of 0.8 events. [9] The improved branching ratio measure-
ment is given in Table 1. Figure 7 shows the mass dis-
tribution for ­ ® ¯Å¾2³¾fi´±³.±.´ and the dominant back-
ground ­ ® ¯ÇÆ³.Æ.´/ÆÈ
¹
. We have also extracted a value
for the DIP form factor parameter ¶ ¹º$» from these data,
but of course with much reduced statistical precision. At-
tempts to extract É{ÊË$Ì did not yield meaningful results, as
can be seen in figure 8. The log likelihood function has a
very broad maximum, too broad to yield a determination of
É{ÊË$Ì .
Figure 7. Mass distribution for Í*ÎHÏÑÐÒ.ÐfiÓÔÒ.Ô.Ó
Figure 8. Log-likelihood function for É ÊËÌ
Figure 9. Mass distribution for Í*Î°Ï²Ð2Ò/ÐfiÓ|Ð2ÒÐfiÓ
For the Í Î ÏÕÐ2Ò/ÐfiÓ|Ð2ÒÐfiÓ decay we find 1056 events
in the full KTeV data set, with an expected background of
6.5 Ö 0.3 events. The branching ratio result is given in Table
1, but again the statistics are too poor to allow determina-
tion of ÉÊË$Ì . Figure 9 shows the mass distribution for
Í Î Ï×Ð2Ò.ÐfiÓ|Ð2ÒÐfiÓ , along with the much larger mass peak
for ØÙffiÏ²Ð2Ò/ÐfiÓ|Ð2ÒÐfiÓ .
ÚÜÛ@Ý Þ*ß4à.áâàã
This mode has long been of interest due to the expected
direct-CP violating contribution. Interest in this mode has
increased recently due to the observation by NA48 of the
CP-conserving decay Í*ä¡ÏåØÙ8Ð2ÒÐfiÓ , which determines
the indirect-CP violating contribution to Í*ÎYÏÅØÙ2Ð2Ò.Ð5Ó
through æ [10]. Using the NA48 data, and additional
theoretical arguments, Buchalla, D’Ambrosio and Isidori
have recently [11] predicted a branching ratio for Í
Î¡Ï
ØÙÐ2ÒÐfiÓ of çéèëêíì8îïÓðð . From the 97 dataset, KTeV pub-
lished a 90% CL limit of ñïòTì*ê¡ì8îóÓðÙ [12]. Analysis of
the 99 dataset has recently been completed, yielding an im-
proved upper limit. Figure 10 plots the Ð2Ð^ô{ô mass ( õ¦ö÷öEø2ø )
vs. the ôô mass ( õøøúù for the 99 dataset. In this plot,
the vertex from the charged tracks is used to calculate the
õûø2ø , while the neutral vertex (determined by assuming the
Ø
Ù mass for the two photons) is used to calculate õ¦ööEø2ø .
This procedure gives somewhat improved mass resolution
for the signal mode. The major background, Í*ÎLÏüÐ2Ð8ôô ,
appears as a diagonal swath in this plot, from the upper left
to the lower right. The small ellipse in the center is the sig-
nal region, while the larger box is the blind region, which
is not examined until cuts are finalized. Figure 11 shows
the data after all cuts except the cuts on the Greenlee kine-
matic variables ý5ø and þ'ß  [13]. The variable þ'ß  is the
minimum angle, as measured in the kaon rest frame, be-
tween any photon and any electron. The variable ý ß  is
the angle, as measured in the ØÙ rest frame, between the
kaon flight direction and the photon direction.
Figure 10. õ ø2ø vs. õ ööEø2ø for ÍÎÜÏ ØÙ8Ð2ÒÐfiÓ , for
the 99 dataset, before applying the cuts on the Greenlee
variables.
These kinematic variables are very effective in removing
much of the remaining background. Figure 11 shows the
signal region and blind region after all cuts. The expected
background in the signal ellipse is 0.99

0.35 events,
and we observe one event. We can set a 90% CL limit

	ffflfiffi! #"%$'&)(*+,-
from the 99 data
only, and a combined limit from the full KTeV dataset of

	./





fi0ffi21#" 34&5(*
,-
. Details of the anal-
ysis can be found in [14].
Figure 11. 6877 vs. 6:9-9;77 for the 99 dataset, after all
cuts have been applied. One event is present in the signal
region, with 0.99

0.35 background events expected.
LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATION
SEARCHES
Many scenarios for physics beyond the Standard Model
allow violation of lepton flavor number. Indeed, lepton fla-
vor violation (LFV) has been observed in neutrino mixing,
but it has yet to be observed in a decay process. KTeV has
searched for lepton flavor violation in several channels. In
these searches, we typically define a signal region in the
two variables <>=? and kaon mass. <>=? is the vector sum of the
transverse momenta of the final state particles with respect
to the kaon flight direction. If all the decay products are
observed and well-measured, < =? will be close to zero. The
signal box is chosen to contain about 90% of the events
from the signal Monte Carlo. A study region about 100
times larger is defined in the <>=?ff@ Mass plane. The signal
region is blind until all cuts have been selected, but the
study region around the signal box is used to understand
backgrounds.
One interesting LFV decay that KTeV might be sensi-
tive to is
ABDCFEGH
. We found three major back-
grounds to this mode.
I5JKLF
could fake the de-
cay if one pion faked an electron and the other decayed
or punched-through the steel to fake a muon. The excel-
lent pion/electron separation eliminated most of this back-
ground, and the remaining events reconstructed at a mass
well below the kaon mass, so this background did not en-
croach on the signal region. The second background is
I./DFEGMHN
, also known as

9PO . These decays were
very similar to the signal mode, but due to the relatively
small branching ratio and the fact that the
FDCK
mass also
reconstructs below the signal region, this turned out not a
serious background.
The limiting background for the
  QCFEMH
search
was found to be

9-R decays with pion decay or punch-
though faking a muon, and with accidental photons fak-
ing a

. These events had distributions in both <=? and
kaon mass that were flat across the signal region, so we
were unable to eliminate this background completely. Fig-
ure 12 shows the search region for the 99 data set, with the
regions covered by the three backgrounds indicated. Al-
though there are three events in the signal region, they are
not distributed in a way consistent with signal, but rather
are consistent with

9;R plus accidental background. Even
in the presence of this background, we can set a limit which
is a factor of 20 better than previous measurements. The
90% CL limit for the full KTeV data set is 3.3 x 10
,-
.
Figure 12. <>=? vs. kaon mass for the
ISTDCFEGH
search from the 99 data set. All cuts have been applied.
Other LFV modes studied by KTeV include
FUVCFEGH
with the

tagged from
IWXYY
. For this decay,
the dominant background is
Z[!D
\ with one elec-
tron unobserved and an accidental muon. For the 97 data
set, this background was small, and we observed no events
in the signal region, and indeed no events in the much
larger study region, as seen in figure 13. This allows us
to set a 90% CL limit limit of ]
" 3ff$I&^(*#,-
. In addition,
a search for the wrong sign combination in the
CC
final
state yielded no events, giving a 90% CL limit on the LFV
decay
I[QEGE_CFHGCFH
of `
"(1&(Y*#,a,
.
Figure 13. b>cd vs. kaon mass for the search eZfhg
ijijij with ij g kFlGmn After all cuts, no events are
present, either in the signal box or the larger search region.
FUTURE PROSPECTS
Measurement of the form factor oqpGrts requires of order
100 to 1000 times more data than we were able to obtain in
KTeV. Recording 100,000 eIf8gumvmffwKkKvkLw decays is a
formidable challenge, but one well worth the effort.
With a more reliable estimate for the eIfAg ij mvmffw
branching ratio, it appears that observation of this de-
cay may be within reach. Although the Greenlee back-
ground can never be eliminated, the expected branching ra-
tio should allow observation of this decay over the e f g
mvmffwKx>x background.
Lepton flavor violation in a decay process remains elu-
sive. Neutrino mixing can lead to LFV decays, but only
at a level far from the reach of existing or planned exper-
iments. Many scenarios for physics beyond the Standard
Model allow LFV decays, so these processes remain inter-
esting as a possible window on new physics. In KTeV the
LFV searches came along more or less for free. That is,
a detector designed for rare decays and yzm|{}~M} measure-
ments is well suited to the search for such forbidden pro-
cesses. Such searches are a long shot, but with potentially
large pay off.
It is clear that there remains a wealth of interesting
physics to do in the kaon sector. In order to improve our
level of knowledge, any future experiment must achieve
unprecedented statistical precision. To set the scale, KTeV
observed a total of |ŁaŁe f decays, with typical accep-
tances of 2-3%. A future experiment would need to have a
(flux  acceptance) larger by at least a factor of 10.
Table 1: Recent KTeV results on branching ratios and
limits. The first error quoted is statistical, and the second
is systematic. The third error, when quoted, is an exter-
nal systematic due to the uncertainty in the iFj guxmvLmw
branching ratio, which entered into the normalization.
Decay mode Branching Ratio
e f gQkKvLkLwKx (3.62 # ^# .+wq
e f gmv_mffwKx ( Y#Y^# ff^# : ffY+wq
e f gmv_mffwFkKvLkLw ( + : ^#ff.+wq 
e f gmv_mffwflmvmffw ( Y:^#Y0^#.+w>¡
e f g
ij
mvmffw ¢£# 
Y#wŁ
j (90% CL)
e f g
i
j
k
l
m
n
¢¤ 
Y
wŁ
j (90% CL)
ij
gVkFlmMn ¢W+ .+wŁ
j (90% CL)
ef[gmMlLmlkFnLkFn ¢^¥.+wŁaŁ (90% CL)
Table 2: KTeV results for the form factor parameter
¦fl§0¨ . First errors are statistical, second are systematic. If
only one error is quoted it represents a combined error.
Decay mode ¦ § ¨
eIf©gVkKvLkLwFx ª
v
jD« j
ca
w
jY« j
ca¡
eIf©g!mvmffwx ª#Yff^# #ff: ff
Table 3: KTeV results for the form factor parameter
¦
pras First errors are statistical, second are systematic. If
only one error is quoted it represents a combined error.
Decay mode ¦ pras
e
f
gVkKvLkLwFx ª¬ff 0:
e
f
g!mvmffwKx ª¬ff ff^# ff: 
e
f
g!mvmffwFkKvLkLw ª¬ff : |
e
f
g!mvmffwflmvLmffw ª¬ : ¥:
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